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Executive Summary

in this report, we examine how public service media in six european countries (Finland, France, germany,

italy, Poland, and the united Kingdom) are delivering news in an increasingly digital media environment. the

analysis is based on interviews conducted between december 2015 and February 2016, primarily with

senior managers and editors as well as on survey data from the reuters institute Digital News Report.

we show the following:

• Public service media organisations have high reach for news offline (via television and radio) in all six

countries, but only in Finland and the united Kingdom do they have high reach for news online.

• in all countries but Finland and the united Kingdom, significantly more people get news online from

social media than from public service media.

• Our interviewees highlight three particularly important issues facing public service news provision

online today, namely: 

1. how to change organisations developed around analogue broadcasting media to effectively

deliver public service news in an increasingly digital media environment; 

2. how to use mobile platforms more effectively as smartphones become more and more central to

how people access news; 

3. how to use social media more effectively as more and more news use is driven by referrals and in

some cases consumed off-site on platforms like Facebook.

• Public service media organisations in all six countries have faced, and continue to face, serious

challenges to their ability to effectively deliver public service news online. these include internal

challenges around legacy organisations’ ability to adapt to a rapidly changing media environment and

the constant evolution of new digital technologies, but also external economic and/or political

challenges.

• across the three areas of organisational change, mobile delivery, and use of social media platforms,

the british bbc and the Finnish Yle are generally seen as being ahead of most other public service

media organisations. (though they too are still heavily invested in their traditional broadcasting

operations and need to continue to change to keep pace with the environment.)

• we identify four external conditions and two internal conditions that these two relatively high-

performing organisations have in common. the four external conditions are: (1) they operate in

technologically advanced media markets; (2) they are well-funded compared to many other public

service media organisations; (3) they are integrated and centrally organised public service media

organisations working across all platforms; (4) they have a degree of insulation from direct political

influence and greater certainty through multi-year agreements on public service remit, funding, etc.

the two internal conditions are a pro-digital culture where new media are seen as opportunities

rather than as threats and senior editorial leaders who have clearly and publicly underlined the need

to continually change the organisation to adapt to a changing media environment. 

Public Service NewS aNd digital Media
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• the need for public service news provision to evolve will only increase as our media environments

continue to change and digital media become more and more important. addressing the external

conditions for the evolution of public service media is a matter for public discussion and political

decision-making. developing the internal conditions, however, is the responsibility of public service

media themselves, and a precondition for their continued relevance in a rapidly changing media

environment.

this report is the first of a series of annual reports that will focus specifically on how european public service

media are adapting to the rise of digital media, a series of reports that will over time cover more countries

and more issues than those discussed here.
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Introduction

all public service media in europe aim to produce high-quality content, make it available across

widely used devices and platforms, and reach all audiences. How they do it, however, varies –

especially when it comes to digital media. in this report, we focus on how public service media in

six european countries are dealing with three issues concerning public service news provision

today: 

1. how to change organisations developed around analogue broadcasting media to effectively

deliver public service news in an increasingly digital media environment;

2. how to use mobile platforms more effectively as smartphones become more and more

central to how people access news; and 

3. how to use social media more effectively as more and more news use is driven by referrals

and in some cases consumed off-site on platforms like Facebook. 

the countries we cover in the report are Finland, France, germany, italy, Poland, and the united

Kingdom. together, they represent a range of different european media systems, levels of

technological development, and public service media traditions.1

the focus of the report is on the intersection between technological change and public service

news provision. it is important to underline that public service media confront these challenges and

opportunities while also facing economic and political challenges in some countries. the move

towards an ever-more digital media environment has been accompanied by debates around the

role and remit of public service media as well as discussions of how public service is best delivered

today.2

Economically, funding for public service media has decreased in recent years in several countries,

including France, italy, and the united Kingdom, in part due to wider austerity measures and in part

due to reductions in funding directed specifically at public service media. these pressures can be

illustrated by recent cuts at the bbc in the uK and reduced funding for the italian rai and Polskie

radio.

Politically, a range of private media and some political parties are questioning the current scale and

scope of public service media and calling for more narrowly defined roles and remits. these

pressures include the ongoing legal battle between the german ard and a range of newspaper

publishers over what german public service media are allowed to do online and via apps for

smartphones and tablets.3 Simultaneously, governments in some european countries are putting

public service media under more pressure and in some cases drastically reducing public service

media’s independence from the state (ebu 2013; arriaza ibarra et al. 2015: 2). in January 2016, for

example, the Polish president andrzej duda signed into law a bill handing the government control

Public Service NewS aNd digital Media
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1 For the purposes of this report, public service media are understood as media produced by major publicly funded and
state-owned media organisations, often historically referred to as public service broadcasters (PSbs) due to their
origins in radio and television broadcasting. different countries define public service media differently. e.g. in germany,
the intestate treaty on broadcasting and telemedia defines PSbs by naming the stations and gives them a number of
public remits. in France, italy or Poland PSbs are simply defined as broadcasters in public ownership. in the uK public
service broadcasting also includes privately owned and commercially run channels since they also have certain public
service obligations. throughout the report we use ‘public service media’ instead of ‘public service broadcasting’ because
these organisations all operate across different platforms, beyond radio and television (see arriaza ibarra et al. 2015: 3–4).

2 See e.g. arriaza ibarra et al. 2015; brevini 2013; donders and Moe 2011; Humphreys 2010; iosifidis 2010.
3 these discussions play out in a wider context where the european commission has long encouraged member states

to refine the definition of public service media to reflect new needs and responsibilities in the digital age and develop
public value tests to evaluate the impact of planned publicly funded media services before their introduction (for an
overview see donders and Moe 2011).
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of public service media in Poland. under the new law, senior figures in both telewizja Polska (tvP)

and Polskie radio (Pr) will be appointed and dismissed by the treasury minister rather than by the

National broadcasting council, as was previously the case.4

the report is based on interviews conducted between december 2015 and February 2016 with 36

people, primarily senior managers and editors at public service media organisations, as well as

people with expert knowledge about the media in each country (see list of interviewees in the

appendix). the interviews largely focused on how the respective public service media organisations

are adapting to the rise of digital media, but also included discussions of wider economic and

political challenges confronting public service media in the countries covered.

Our primary focus is on how public service media organisations in the six countries handle the

challenges and opportunities represented by the rapid rise of digital media. we show that public

service media organisations are adapting to the new environment at different speeds, and that

some are falling behind because they are changing more slowly than the environment in which they

operate and the public that they serve. across the six countries covered, the british bbc and the

Finnish Yle both reach large audiences with their online news and both have continually carried out

substantial organisational reforms to adapt to an environment that continues to change quickly.

the remaining public service media organisations have more limited reach with their online news

and their organisations continue to be largely structured around traditional broadcast platforms. 

the differences in performance and pace of change can be attributed in part to external economic

(levels of funding) and political (remit of digital public service provision) factors. but it is clear that

internal organisational barriers also constrain the ability of some public service media organisations

to seize opportunities and tackle challenges online (ebu 2014; Malinowski 2014). in contrast to

private media adapting to technological change, public service media generally face fewer

economic challenges (as the need to develop new revenue models is less urgent), more political

challenges (as they are bound by regulation and existing audiences’ expectations), and a

somewhat different set of organisational challenges (as a more secure funding situation both

enables experimentation and reduces the immediate need to adapt).

despite a preference for the term ‘public service media’ over the more traditional ‘public service

broadcasters’, and a frequent insistence on their ambition to deliver public service across all

platforms, even leading public service media organisations widely seen as digital innovators are still

heavily invested in and shaped by their broadcasting legacy. in January 2016, James Harding, the

bbc’s director of News and current affairs, said that bbc News still invests more than 50% of its

budget in linear television, about 40% in radio, and 7% in online media. (by comparison, in 2015,

41% of uK respondents in the reuters institute Digital News Report named television their main

source of news, 10% radio, and 38% online media (Newman et al. 2015)). as Harding said: ‘we

can’t afford to do everything. [this is] about setting our priorities. the choices we make now will

determine the future.’5

this report is about how the bbc and other public service media organisations across europe are

facing the opportunities and challenges presented by digital media, in their different national

economic and political contexts, and about the choices they make now about the future of public

service news provision. it is the first of a series of annual reports that will focus specifically on how

european public service media are adapting to the rise of digital media; a series of reports that will

over time cover more countries and more issues than those discussed here.

4 http://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/jan/07/poland-president-signs-bill-putting-state-media-under-government-
control

5 http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/news/medianews/article4660737.ece



the report is structured as follows. First, we review public service news performance across offline

and online platforms and provide a brief overview of the organisation and funding of public service

media across the countries covered. Second, we provide a series of country profiles for those

readers interested in more context on each case. (these can be skipped.) after this we turn to

analysing how different public service media organisations are handling the challenges and

opportunities presented by the rise of digital media. in the third part of the report, we focus on

organisational change and innovation, in the fourth part on mobile news, in the fifth part on social

media. throughout, we provide brief case studies of interesting initiatives from various public

service media organisations covered.

Public Service NewS aNd digital Media
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1. Public Service News Performance: Offline and Online 

Public service media have enjoyed a strong position in many european countries for decades, but

their position as online news providers is in many cases less strong. On the one hand, public

service media continue to compete with a range of private media domestically. compared to these,

public service media often appear strong. On the other hand, they also face competition from a

growing number of new players including both digital journalism players like buzzFeed, the

Huffington Post, and vice, video-on-demand services like Netflix and amazon Prime, as well as

large digital intermediaries including search engines (google), video hosting sites (Youtube), and

social networking sites (Facebook). viewed against these, public service media appear less strong.

Our interviewees across all countries highlight many advantages public service media organisations

have as they adapt to an increasingly digital media environment. these include their well-

established reputations and high-profile brands, their large and loyal offline audiences, and the fact

that their funding models mean that they do not need to focus on monetisation as a central part of

their digital strategy. (with Poland and italy as partial exceptions as public service media there rely

in part on significant commercial revenues.)

the people we spoke to, however, also highlight a number of challenges in terms of effectively

delivering public service news today. three stand out as particularly central, and all are backed up

by data from the reuters institute Digital News Report and many other studies.6

the first challenge is trying to provide news for everyone, including hard-to-reach younger people.

across the countries covered here, public service media have high reach for offline news, very

different reach online, and vary widely in their ability to reach especially younger people, with the

bbc reaching about 68% of 18–24 year olds with news across offline and online platforms on a

weekly basis in the uK, compared to 24% for ZdF in germany.

the second challenge is moving from a digital strategy centred on desktop internet and personal

computers to one focused on mobile devices. across the countries covered here, between 27%

(uK) and 14% (Poland) of online news users say that smartphones are the main device used for

news consumption. amongst younger people, the percentage is far higher, and the figure has been

rising rapidly in recent years.

the third challenge is developing effective ways of delivering public service news via third-party

platforms including search engines, social media, video-hosting sites, and messaging apps. across

the countries covered here, between 56% (Poland) and 23% (germany) of online news users say

they consume, share or discuss news via Facebook. Only in the uK do significantly more people

use public service media for news online than use social media for news.

these three challenges are generally seen as closely linked in that more effective strategies for

mobile news and use of third-party platforms are seen as key to reaching younger audiences and

serving the whole population via all relevant channels. these challenges are also all seen as linked

to an underlying issue of organisational change as most public service news provision is still

structured primarily around legacy broadcast media rather than digital media.

6 the annual Digital News Report published by the reuters institute for the Study of Journalism (riSJ) analyses how
news is being consumed in a range of countries across the world. it is based on an online questionnaire conducted by
Yougov. the data is weighted to targets based on census/industry accepted data to represent the total population of
each country. the sample is reflective of the population that has access to the internet. as this survey deals with news
consumption, anyone who said that they had not consumed any news in the past month was filtered out. the main
report is available as Newman et al. (2015) and a supplementary report by Fletcher et al. (2015). in addition, the
underlying data are available on digitalnewsreport.org.

Public Service NewS aNd digital Media
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table 1 provides an overview of the performance of public service news offline and online in terms

of audience reach in the six countries covered. Overall, public service media are amongst the most

widely used sources of offline news in all six countries, but their online reach varies significantly and

in some countries social media are by now more frequently named as a source of online news than

public service media.

Table 1. Offline/online reach of public service media and social media use for news in six
European countries 

Country Public service news 

offline reach (TV) (%)

Public service news

online reach (%)

Social media usage

specifically as a source

of news (%)

Finland 61 39 40

France 34 16 34

germany (ard/ZdF) ard 58 

ZdF 49

ard 8

ZdF 7
25

italy 56 15 46

Poland 58 20 52

united Kingdom 72 48 36

Data sources: Newman et al. (2015), Fletcher et al. (2015) and additional analysis on the basis of data from digitalnewsreport.org. Public
service news based on Q5a/b ‘Which, if any, of the following have you used to access news in the last week?’ Social media use for
news is based on Q3 ‘Which, if any, of the following have you used in the last week as a source of news?’ Calculations include for
Finland, Yle tv-uutiset (offline), Yle uutiset (yle.fi/uutiset), Yle tv-uutiset (Areena) and Yle radiouutiset (Areena) (online); for France, news in
the following channels of France Télévisions (France 2, France 3, France 4, France 5, France Ô) (offline), francetvinfo.fr, france2.fr,
france3.fr, france4.fr, france5.fr, franceo.fr, franceinter.fr, franceinfo.fr (online); for German ARD, Tagesschau and Tagesthemen (offline),
Ard.de (respectively Daserste.de, tagesschau.de) (online), for German ZDF heute and heute-journal (offline), ZDF.de (respectively
heute.de) (online); for Italy, RAI offline estimated as Tg1, Tg2, Tg3 combined with Rainews24 with an assumption of 66% Tg1, Tg2, Tg3,
Tg4, Tg5 code (see Newman et al. 2015) (offline), RAI.TV (online) (unfortunately, not including the RAI news website Rainews.it); for
Poland, news at TVP channels (e.g. TVP Info, TVP1 and TVP2) (offline), TVP.pl (online); for the UK, BBC News (offline and online). 

table 2 provides an overview of the main national public service media organisations in each of the

six countries, and their funding structure. Some of these are integrated public service providers

which have always operated across platforms (radio, television, and now online). Others are

separated by legacy platform (radio and television, each with their own online offerings). the

funding levels vary, as do the commercially generated revenues, from a small fraction for the

Finnish Yle to a majority of total revenues at the Polish tvP.
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Table 2. Public service media in Europe: breakdown of revenues (2014)

Country Organisation Total 

revenues 

(€ million)

% public 

revenues

Public 

revenues 

per capita 

Change in 

revenues

2014/2013 (%)

Change in 

public 

revenues

2014/2013 (%)

Finland Yle 476 97 €85 1.4 1.6

France France 

télévisions
3,018 82 

€46

-1.2 -0.6

radio France 688 84 2.1 0.3

germany ard 6,942 86 

€98

8.0 9.0

ZdF 2,254 85 9.1 8.3

italy rai 2,595 61 €26 1.3 -9.4

Poland tvP 366 31 

€4

2.0 38

Polskie radio 65 61 -8.1 -15

united 

Kingdom
bbc group 5,961 82 €76 -0.1 -2.5

Source: EAO 2016. For public revenues per capita: our own calculation based on EAO (2016) data on public revenues in 2014 and
World Bank data on the number of inhabitants per country in 2014. The figure for BBC total revenues includes the turnover of BBC
Worldwide and other global commercial activities as well as licence fee revenues, in line with the methodology of the EAO.

the next section provides a series of country profiles for readers who want more context on each

country. these can be skipped by those who want to go straight to the main findings around

organisational change, mobile news provision, and use of social media.
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2. Public Service News in Europe: Country Profiles

Finland   

the Finish public service media organisation Yle is an integrated public service provider for tv, radio,

and digital. it is 99.9% state-owned and operations are financed by public broadcasting tax which

replaced television licences at the beginning of 2013. Yle has a strong position in terms of television

reach. in 2014, the Yle television channels had a total daily audience market share of 44% (eaO 2016). 

when it comes specifically to news, 61% of Finnish respondents in the Digital News Report 2015

stated that they had watched Yle tv news in the last week. this means that Yle is the most widely

used offline source of news in Finland. Online, Yle also has a strong position with 39% saying they use

various Yle sites for news, but Yle has lower reach than the websites of two tabloid newspapers, 

Illta-Sanomat (55%) and Iltalehti (51%) (Newman et al. 2015; see table 1). 

Smartphone use is high in Finland. almost one in four respondents said smartphones are their main

way of accessing news online. Social media were used by 40% of respondents specifically as a source

of news in the last week (see table 1). Facebook is the most widely used social media platform for

news in Finland, followed by Youtube (Newman et al. 2015).

Since 2013, the Finnish public service media organisation Yle has been tax-funded. in contrast to the

flat licence fee before 2013, the tax is income-adjusted. all individual adults pay a flat income tax

earmarked for Yle of 0.68% up to a maximum of €140 per year. the lowest paid, those earning less

than €7,352 a year, are exempt from paying the tax.

at €85 per capita, Finland has the second-highest level of public service funding of all the countries

covered here, and with 97% of Yle’s €476m budget coming from public funds, it has the lowest level of

commercial funding of public service media (eaO 2016; see table 2). 

13
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7 Other publicly funded organisations such as the Franco-german channel, arte, or the international channels, radio
France internationale, France 24, and tv5 Monde are not covered here. 

France  

French public service media consist of two main separate organisations, one built around tv and one

around radio: France télévisions and radio France.7 both are state-owned companies and funded by

the revenues from a licence fee, additional state funding as well as commercial revenues. Policies on

French public service media have been characterised by a strong government influence in the past (see

brevini 2013). 

in France, public service media also have a fairly strong position in terms of television audience share.

combined, the main French public channels in 2014 together accounted for about one-third (30%) of

daily viewing (eaO 2016). 

For news, commercial television is the most widely used offline source. according to the Digital News

Report 2015, the private channels bFM tv and tF 1 are the leading sources of news offline. both have

43% of French respondents saying they have used them in the last week. France télévisions by

comparison reaches 34%. Online, the most widely used brands are prominent national newspapers like

the websites of the free daily 20 Minutes (12%), Le Monde (11%) and Le Figaro (10%) as well as digital-

only offerings from google News (11%) and Yahoo (8%). the public service media websites (Francetv

info and the various domains of France télévisions) are used by a combined 16% of respondents as a

source of news (Newman et al. 2015; see table 1). 

the smartphone is increasingly important for how people in France access news. a quarter said it is

their main way of accessing online news. Social media are also important with 34% of respondent

using them specifically as a source of news. Facebook is the main social media platform for news,

followed by Youtube (Newman et al. 2015).

French public service funding is, at €46 per capita, significantly lower than in Finland, germany, or the

united Kingdom, but considerably higher than italy or Poland. France télévisions’ total revenues for

2014 were €3,018m, of which 82% came from public funding and the rest from commercial sources.

radio France revenues were €688m, and 84% came from public funding (eaO 2016; see table 2). the

majority of the funds for public service media in France comes from a household licence fee of €137

per annum, with some additional funding provided by the state.
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Germany  

in germany, public service media structure reflects the federal political structure. there are two main

national public service broadcasters: ard (founded in 1950) and ZdF (only tv, founded in 1963), as well

as deutschlandradio, a national public service radio broadcaster (founded in 1994) which co-operates

with ard and ZdF. ard consists of nine regional public service broadcasters. between them they all

operate their own regional television channels, some in co-operation with others, and all of them have

their own radio channels. together they collaborate on national programming for the so-called ‘first

channel’ (das erste). in addition to this, the international service deutsche welle (dw) (founded 1953) is

also a member of ard, but not covered here. in contrast to the ard’s complex federated structure, ZdF

(Second german television) is established by all 16 states and serves a national audience.

together, the german public television channels accounted for a total daily audience share of 45% in

2014 (eaO 2016). when it comes to news, the national public service evening news bulletins still draw

a large audience. in the Digital News Report 2015, 52% of german respondents said in the last week

they had watched the main ard news programme Tagesschau and 38% named ZdF’s flagship news

programme heute. in comparison, RTL Aktuell, from the private broadcaster rtl, reached 36% of

respondents weekly. despite their offline strength, however, german public service media have only

limited reach online. the main ard online news offerings were used by 8% and ZdF.de by 7% (see

table 1). the site of the national news magazine Spiegel Online (16%), the portal t-online (13%), and

the main tabloid newspapers bild.de (11%) all reached more people online (Newman et al. 2015).

almost a quarter of german respondents said the smartphone is their main way of accessing online

news. Social media platforms are used by 25% of respondents specifically as a source of news on a

weekly basis. Facebook is the most important social media site in terms of news, followed by Youtube

(Newman et al. 2015).

Since 2013, all households in germany have been paying a flat fee of €210 per annum. this fee has

replaced the old geZ radio and tv fee, which was paid per device. the fee is still defined as a

‘broadcasting contribution’ (Rundfunkbeitrag) and not a public service contribution. 

Public funding for public service media amounted to €98 per capita in 2014 in germany, the highest level

of all the countries covered here. Public funding accounted for 86% of ard’s total revenues of €6,942m,

and 85% of ZdF’s €2,254m, with the rest coming from commercial sources (eaO 2016; see table 2).

combined, the german public service media have the largest public service budgets in the world.
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Italy  

rai is italy’s national state-owned public service broadcaster. it is an integrated organisation for tv and

radio. rai is funded primarily by licence fee but relies on commercial sources for almost 40% of its total

income, more than public service media in any other country covered apart from Poland. Political

instability in italy and frequent changes in government, combined with a governance structure that

allows for more direct political influence than in some other countries, has led to a constant change in

management in rai, something that has previously been highlighted as holding back its development

of digital content and services (brevini 2013). 

rai channels have a strong overall position in italian television, accounting for a combined total daily

audience share of 38% in 2014 (eaO 2016). television is also the most widely used source of news in

italy. while rai’s news bulletins are popular on tv according to the Digital News Report 2015, rai has

only limited reach online. the rai.tv website was named by 15% of respondents as a source of news

(see table 1). Online, the sites of national newspapers like republica.it (29%) and digital-only offerings

like google News (22%) are far more widely used (Newman et al. 2015). 

almost a quarter of italian respondents identify their smartphone as their main way of accessing news

online. Social media are particularly important in italy. 46% of respondents say they use social media

specifically as a source of news weekly. again, Facebook is the most widely used site for news,

followed by Youtube (Newman et al. 2015).

Public service media funding in italy was at €26 per capita in 2014. Of the countries covered here, only

Poland has lower levels of funding. the funding comes from a licence fee which was €113.50 in 2015.

recently, the italian government has reduced this to €100 while simultaneously cracking down on

widespread evasion (estimated at 26% of all households): from July 2016 all the italian electricity bills

will have a surcharge for the rai licence fee. Public funding accounted for just over 60% of rai’s total

of €2,595m revenues in 2014 (eaO 2016; see table 2), the rest came from commercial sources, most

importantly television advertising.
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8 http://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/jan/07/poland-president-signs-bill-putting-state-media-under-government-
control

9 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-35303912
10 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/entertainment-arts-26546570

Poland  

as in France, public service media in Poland are organised into separate organisations each built

around a particular kind of traditional broadcasting: telewizja Polska (tvP) and Polskie radio. both are

state-owned. For public service media in Poland, commercial revenues are very important, and licence

fee revenues relatively limited. as a consequence, some observers see Polish public service media as

operating in ways very similar to their commercial, privately owned competitors. as noted in the

introduction, the governance of public service media in Poland has changed significantly in 2016 with

the introduction of a new media law that gives the government much more direct control.8 this has

been subject to critique from outside observers and has led the european commission to start a

preliminary assessment of whether the new law represents a ‘systemic threat’ to fundamental eu

values.9

tvP had a strong position in the Polish television market with a combined daily audience share of 29%

in 2014. (it has, however, seen that share decline significantly in recent years: eaO 2016). in terms of

news, 58% of respondents in the Digital News Report 2015 survey said that they had relied on tvP for

news in the previous week (see table 1). Only the commercial broadcaster tvN had a wider reach

(61%). Online, however, portals like Onet (48%) and commercial broadcasters like tvN24 online (36%)

have far wider reach than tvP Online, which was named a source of online news by 20% of

respondents (Fletcher et al. 2015).

in clear contrast to the other countries covered here, smartphones still play only a limited role in Poland:

14% of respondents saw their smartphone as their main way of accessing news online. Social media,

however, are very important in Poland: 52% of respondents use them as a source of news weekly,

again, first of all Facebook and secondly Youtube (Fletcher et al. 2015).

Public funding for public service media in Poland was €4 per capita in 2014, far lower than in any other

country covered in the report, even after taking into account that Poland is poorer than the five other

countries. (Poland’s per capita gdP is about two-thirds of italy’s, about half of the uK’s.) in 2014, the

annual licence fee was €48 for television and €14 for radio. the evasion rate in 2014 was estimated to

be 65%.10 Of telewizja Polska (tvP) revenues, 31% is from public funds with the rest from commercial

sources, while 61% of Polskie radio funding is from public sources, with the rest commercial (eaO

2016; see table 2).
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United Kingdom  

the bbc is the world's oldest national broadcasting organisation (founded 1922) and the largest

broadcaster in the world by number of employees. it is an integrated organisation for tv and radio and

serves the whole of the uK. apart from its national services it also operates the bbc world Service and

bbc worldwide, its main commercial arm. the bbc’s domestic services are almost exclusively funded

by licence fee. the bbc is established under a royal charter. the current charter came into effect in

2007 and is due to expire in 2016, with the charter process renewal currently under way. 

in the uK in 2013, the bbc had a relatively strong position in television with a combined daily audience

share for all channels of 35% (eaO 2014). the bbc has a particularly strong position in the uK when it

comes to news. according to the Digital News Report 2015, it reaches 72% of respondents via

traditional television and radio on a weekly basis. it has far wider reach than the second most widely

source of offline news in the uK, itv (used by 32%). the bbc is also strong in online news. almost half

of respondents (48%) report using bbc Online, making it not only the most popular source of online

news in the uK, but also the most successful of all organisations in the 12 countries covered in the

2015 Digital News Report (see table 1). after the bbc, the most widely used sources of online news in

the uK are the Mail Online (14%), the Huffington Post (12%) and the guardian online (12%) (Newman et

al. 2015). 

Of respondents in the uK, 27% mentioned smartphones as their main way of accessing online news.

Half of smartphone users also said they use the bbc news app. Social media are used by 36% of

respondents specifically as a source of news on a weekly basis. Facebook is the most important social

network for coming into contact with news, followed by twitter. Youtube, which is widely used in most

other countries covered here, is only named by 7% in the uK as a place where they find news

(Newman et al. 2015).

Public funding for public service media was €76 per capita in the uK in 2014. the annual licence fee is

£145.50 per household. an estimated 82% of the bbc’s total revenues of €5,961m came from public

funds in 2014 (eaO 2016; see table 2).11

11as noted above, the eaO figures for total bbc revenues include the turnover for its considerable commercial and
international activities. well over 90% of the cost of its domestic services is met from the licence fee. 
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3. Public Service News Approaches to Organisational Change and
Innovation

People in every public service organisation in all the countries covered highlight the importance of

organisational change and innovation to delivering public service news more effectively online. but

the different public service media organisations have very different approaches, both in terms of

how news production is organised, and of how innovation processes are managed and supported.

3.1. Organising Public Service News Provision

Some organisations have integrated newsrooms working across all channels and platforms, others

still have newsrooms organised around distinctions between offline platforms like radio and

television and digital platforms including website, mobile apps, and social media channels. in

Finland and the uK, public service newsrooms have been integrated for years. 

Yle in Finland integrated its newsroom in 2007 and implemented further reforms a year and a half

ago, when it was decided that every journalist should work for all media platforms (some are still

designated as radio or television specialists). this more recent reform was widely discussed in the

organisation before it was implemented, and explicitly framed as part of preparations for a digital

future: ‘we felt like the internet is going to be everywhere and it is everybody's job to be able to

understand the digital logic and to do stuff for the digital platforms, whether it's desktop or laptop

or mobile phone or watch’, says Mika rahkonen, Head of development in Yle News and current

affairs.12

Journalists at Yle are now asked to think more about the angle and presentation of each story and

only then to decide on the appropriate media or platform. rahkonen explains: 

If it's a very visual story with lots of video, we can put it on TV, we can have a long video on
the internet. And if it’s a story with lots of numbers, we can do a data visualisation and stuff
like that. It used to be like slot first. Now it's story first.13

atte Jääskeläinen, director of News and current affairs, explains that the organisational structure

of Yle News and current affairs is meant to ensure that there is one content manager who has the

power to make decisions with respect to the type of media that should be privileged in cases

where different media disagree over how to cover a story and how to publish it. Jääskeläinen says

such conflicts were quite common initially, but have decreased over time as editors and journalists

‘have learned the basic rules’.14

while Yle’s current news strategy prioritises online distribution first, and in general does not hold

back news for traditional broadcasting bulletins, the interviewees were already talking about

transitioning to mobile-first as the next logical step (more on this below). 

the bbc introduced an integrated newsroom in 2008, moving from a separation between

broadcast bulletins, the 24-hour news channel, bbc world, and online to one multimedia

newsroom that emphasised an integrated leadership, co-location, and sharing of information.

12Mika rahkonen, Head of development/Media lab, News and current affairs, Yle, interviewed by annika Sehl, 4 dec.
2015, in Helsinki.

13 ibid.
14atte Jääskeläinen, director of News and current affairs, Yle, interviewed by annika Sehl, 4 dec. 2015, in Helsinki.
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today, journalists working there are trained to be multi-media providers, and content from various

channels like bbc News channel, radio 4 and so on is used across the whole news division and

repurposed for other platforms. Michael Hedley, Head of Strategy, News at the bbc, explains:

We really serve audiences with the most appropriate form of content for that period. So if a
journalist is out in the field preparing a TV bulletin, they may be also at the same time writing
a piece for online, or doing a short piece to camera, they may be doing a piece to radio,
and then they'll cut and do a piece to TV and so on.15

in 2013, when bbc News moved into a new, specially designed newsroom in New broadcasting

House, the integration was taken a step further. global and uK output was brought together, all

intake processed through the same content management systems, and content for digital

platforms was made first priority for all breaking news. as bbc director of News James Harding

put it then: ‘we are all digital journalists now.’16 and this is not only about a digital-first approach to

news, but also about constantly evolving as digital media evolves. according to bbc executive

editor, digital, Steve Herrmann, the focus is increasingly on live, social, and mobile news.17

in other public service media organisations elsewhere in europe, the situation is quite different. in

germany, there is some cooperation and collaboration between the traditional media and online,

though not to the same extent as in Finland or the uK. at ard aktuell, there is exchange on the

planning level of television programme and online content. but apart from this, television and online

journalists work in separate newsrooms since an earlier attempt to introduce an integrated

newsroom was judged a failure. (according to one report, the tv journalists felt disturbed by their

noisy online colleagues.18) Most journalists at ard today work primarily for ‘their’ medium and only

support other media in special cases like breaking news situations. christiane Krogmann, editor in

chief, tagesschau.de, ard, says: 

For us, these are really synergy effects in case of breaking news. Today, it is no problem
anymore to go into the neighbouring room and ask who has time right now and can
support us. The online team is still smaller than the television team due to a traditional
structure. However, we think that a lot will still change in this respect.19

the traditional structure also leads to television and online working with different content

management systems, which requires journalists to learn to work with both media. when it comes

to radio, Krogmann says, cooperation is relatively strong.20 However, these employees are not

present in either television or online newsrooms. this is in part because germany has no

nationwide ard-radio, instead, the nine regional PSbs all have their own radio channels.

at germany’s other national public service media organisation, ZdF, the structure is also relatively

traditional, with television and online journalists working in parallel with little integration. However,

ZdF has launched a new venture called ‘heute express’ in 2015, a short news format for online

programming (including social media) and tv. these short news programmes are produced by a

cross-media team to avoid replication and save resources. Furthermore, ZdF has launched a late

night news show heute+, a cross media format, in the same year, replacing the traditional former

night edition of the heute news bulletin (see box on the next page).

15Michael Hedley, Head of Strategy, News, bbc, interviewed by annika Sehl, 14 dec. 2015, in london.
16 http://www.bbc.co.uk/mediacentre/speeches/2013/james-harding
17 Steve Herrmann, executive editor of digital, bbc News, presentation at riSJ, 11 Nov. 2015.
18 http://meedia.de/2010/03/21/tagesschau-dreht-redaktionsreform-zuruck
19 christiane Krogmann, editor in chief, tagesschau.de, ard, interviewed by annika Sehl, 21 dec. 2015, in Hamburg.
20 ibid.
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ZdF’S HEUTE+

heute+ is a cross media news format for online presentation, especially social media, as well as tv

broadcasting aimed at a young target audience. while the first broadcast is always on social media, the

news bulletin is later also published on other ZdF platforms including the mobile app, the video-on-

demand Mediathek, and finally also on traditional tv. the concept of heute+ is interactive, users can

comment on topics on Facebook and twitter throughout the day and their opinions are taken up in the

news bulletin. Moderator daniel bröckerhoff says that it is still a balancing act between being a news

bulletin on tv as well as on the internet since more classical tv news pieces do often not work very

well online and what works well online does not always do so on tv.21 heute+ is criticised by some as

being an infotainment format and not information-oriented enough.22 in the first bigger breaking news

situation, the Paris attacks in November 2015, heute+ had to make way for the traditional news bulletin

heute-journal.23

in France, the inherited structures of traditional public service broadcasting continue to influence

how news is provided today. in contrast to integrated public service media like the bbc and Yle,

France télévisions and radio France are separate organisations, each built around a distinct

legacy broadcast platform. 

the news website Francetv info is produced by a separate online newsroom of France

télévisions. this newsroom is organised around what Jérôme cathala, director of News at France

télévisions, calls ‘news temporality’ rather than by topic or channel.24 the newsroom is divided into

three parts: desk 1 produces breaking news and publishes them on a newsfeed updated from

6am to midnight called ‘live’. the staff working at desk 1 tend to work only on text-formats and

publish immediate news that they call ‘hot news’. desk 2 works on images and video and often on

news that requires one or two hours of work before publication. Finally, desk 3 works on news that

is published at the end of the day or the following one and aims to provide more background,

depth, and perspective. Most of the journalists at Francetv info primarily work at their desk. Only

the journalists working for desk 3 occasionally go into the field to collect information. 

News production at France télévisions is thus still primarily organised around platforms, like at

ard and ZdF, but in contrast to the bbc and Yle. Plans for a more integrated newsroom are

mentioned, however, in the context of a planned 24-hour news channel. the new channel is still

not definite but is a plan that France télévisions has had for years, adapted to take into account

the rise of digital media. cathala says: 

21http://www.dwdl.de/magazin/53556/heute_im_zdf_experimente_ohne_breaking_news
22 See e.g. http://www.zeit.de/kultur/film/2015-05/heute-plus-zdf-nachrichten-broeckerhoff
23 http://www.dwdl.de/magazin/53556/heute_im_zdf_experimente_ohne_breaking_news
24 Jérôme cathala, director of News, France télévisions, interviewed by alessio cornia, 18 dec. 2015, in Paris.



We are in late and we try to make up for this delay: we already had this plan [for a 24-hour
news channel] in the 2000s, but at the time the government prohibited it because they
thought there was not room for several all-news channels in France. . . . But we are trying
to transform this situation to an advantage because we want to imagine it digital first.25

at rai, the PSb in italy, news production has long been highly decentralised. each of the main rai

television channels (raiuno, raidue, raitre, and rainews24) has their own news division, whereas

the rai radio channels’ news bulletins have a centralised newsroom. this decentralised structure

was replicated when rai started offering online news, and every television and radio channel (even

many individual programmes) opened their own news website and later social media pages. Only

in 2013 was rainews.it made into a common news website drawing on all parts of rai, with the

aim of aggregating content from across the organisation in one place and more effectively

competing for audiences’ attention online.

However, our interviews suggest that some directors of news operations elsewhere in rai

accepted this decision only reluctantly. From their point of view, they were being asked to give up

their own independent websites and contribute support to the joint website, thus draining their

resources and undermining their independence. in practice, some management of decentralised

newsrooms continue to resist providing the newsroom of rainews.it with stories, even when they

have already broadcast the stories on their own channel or show. within the organisation,

television is still seen as more important than online by many, not only management, but also by

journalists who, when asked to work for multimedia projects, consider online journalists to have

lower status and a more limited audience than television journalists. 

Monica Maggioni, who was appointed President of rai in august 2015, speaks frankly about some

of the issues confronting rai’s online news operation and what she plans to do to tackle them. 

If we want to provide an honest description of the RAI situation, we have to describe also a
delay, because this is the truth. RAI, but also some other European networks, is facing this
delay because, for decades, we have been, by nature, focusing on linear television, and this
has taken our best energies, creativity and production ability. When we realised the world
was going in another direction, we started to do projects, but these initiatives weren’t
necessarily well-coordinated, not necessarily going in the right direction, provided that a
‘right direction’ exists. The change phase started a couple of years ago, when we realised
that the development of our 24-hour channel [Rainews24] was an essential passage to
move also in the direction of the online news.26

in december 2015, rai established a new digital division. Monica Maggioni explains that the new

division has been created to overcome the traditional separation between the editorial and the

technological parts of the organisation, and will be able to ‘talk with all rai sectors and to ask them

for content’. She says it will provide ‘a connection point between the endless bunch of rai contents

and the final user’.27 the Head of the New division is currently working on restructuring the whole

rai digital offer. the aim for the future is rai’s ‘transition from public service broadcaster – as we still

are today – to public service media’, says andrea Fabiano, deputy-director of raiuno.28
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25 ibid.
26 Monica Maggioni, President of rai, rai, interviewed by alessio cornia, 27 Jan. 2016, in rome.
27 ibid.
28 andrea Fabiano, deputy-director of raiuno, interviewed by alessio cornia, 4 dec. 2015, in rome.



Finally, in Poland, public service media are (as in France) organised around legacy broadcast

platforms with telewizja Polska (tvP) built around television and Polskie radio around radio. One

interviewee describes Polish public service media as being at the ‘beginning of [a] road’ from being

public service broadcasters to being public service media – and adds that the transition might take

several years. (internet use and smartphone penetration is also lower in Poland than most other

countries covered here.) the situation is described as in some ways similar to that in italy: every

radio and television channel has its own newsroom. However, the news website tvP.info is

described as a hub for online news from all television channels and polskieradio.pl for online news

from all radio channels and programmes. in terms of news production, television and radio

journalists typically do the actual reporting and produce stories for their respective broadcast

platform, leaving it to editors back in the newsroom to adopt the content for online publication. at

the beginning of 2016, however, tvP.info had started a new project with ‘mojos’ (mobile journalists)

producing audio-visual content exclusively for the website. 

Our interviews show a wide variety of different organisational structures and workflows across

public service news provision in europe. in some organisations like Yle and to some extent the

bbc, news production is highly integrated and the approach is story-first, rather than format-first.

but in most public service media organisations, news production is still structured primarily around

legacy broadcast media and online news largely seen as separate, with various degrees of

collaboration between broadcast journalists and online journalists when it comes to sharing of

content and often limited investments made in digital-first news production (compared to the

resources invested in broadcast news).

3.2. Innovation and Development

Similar differences are clear in terms of how public service media manage and invest in innovation

in news. Some public service media organisations have teams dedicated specifically to developing

new approaches and ideas for digital news. Others have a less formalised structure where

innovation is based on individual staff members within the newsroom developing new ideas and

building support for them. (all the organisations covered have their development and/or innovation

teams elsewhere, but not all have such units in the newsroom or with a specific focus on news.)

again, Yle in Finland and the bbc in the uK stand out for having invested significant resources in

building teams tasked with innovation in news production and distribution.

at Yle the web and mobile development team consists of eight staff members who are supported

by five to ten additional freelance subcontractors, depending on the situation, according to aki

Kekäläinen, Head of web and Mobile development at Yle. (the team also draws on the resources

of the broader development department at Yle.) the decision to organise the development team as

a separate department is meant to give them freedom from day-to-day work, so as to enable them

to ‘[focus] on what should happen, what we should do so that we are on top of things in the future

as well’.29

in order to generate ideas on a continuous basis, the Yle web and mobile development office has a

regular meeting every tuesday from 10am to 3pm to brainstorm new ideas to respond to the

changing media environment. the team of approximately ten people (some on staff, others on

subcontracts) is divided into groups of three or four. aki Kekäläinen describes the meetings: 
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29aki Kekäläinen, Head of web and Mobile development, Yle, interviewed by annika Sehl, 3 dec. 2015, in Helsinki. 
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We focus on a topic. . . . We crunch the numbers and we check the statistics and in some
cases we do benchmarking. . . . What's the best already available, the baseline that we
should do at least as well as they're doing, and why are they the best example? Or do we
need to do some user research? We could go and interview some people or at least think
though how we might research the question. Or we can build [a] prototype and try it out.30

Kekäläinen points out that the work organisation in small groups is an important factor in this

context, leading to fruitful discussions where the teams challenge each other and thus further

develop ideas. 

Similarly, bbc News has had a ‘bbc News lab’ to support innovation in news since 2012 (see

box below).

30 ibid.
31 For a more comprehensive description of the bbc News lab as well as current and past projects see

http://bbcnewslabs.co.uk/projects.
32 dr Kai gniffke, First editor in chief ‘ard aktuell’, ard, interviewed by annika Sehl, 21 dec. 2015, in Hamburg.
33 robert amlung, Head of digital Strategy, ZdF, interviewed by annika Sehl, 22 dec. 2015, in Mainz.
34elmar theveßen, deputy editor-in-chief, Head of News, ZdF, interviewed by annika Sehl, 4 Jan. 2016, in Mainz.

tHe bbc NewS lab

the lab works closely with bbc News and bbc research and development. what started as a series

of two-week ‘labs’ has since then grown from a few part-time staff to today about 20 people from

various backgrounds (some are staff, some are freelancers, employed on projects, etc.). in the lab,

journalists work together with developers, but also with data scientists and others. the purpose of the

lab is to explore opportunities at the intersection of journalism, technology, and data. current projects

include e.g. one on ‘atomised News’, to explore a mobile-focused approach to news, one on

‘Structured Journalism’, on how to empower journalists with better ways of working with information,

beyond the headline and text of an article, or one called ‘the Juicer’ that takes news content,

automatically tags it, then provides a fully featured aPi in order to allow the content and data to be

accessed.31 the bbc News lab cooperates with other news organisations as well as with academic

and research institutions around the world.

in germany, ard has a small team of four people working with strategy and innovation

development specifically for news, Kai gniffke, First editor in chief of ard aktuell, explains.32

Similarly, at Polskie radio, a group of about five staff members are tasked, among other things,

with observing new developments, going on field trips, and exchanging information and know-how

with ebu partners. France télévisions did not have a development team specifically for news when

we did our interviews, but was just about to start one. 

at ZdF, there is a development team for new media in general, but not one specifically focused on

news. instead, small decentralised groups work on innovations for news.33 elmar theveßen,

deputy editor-in-chief, Head of News, ZdF, describes the ZdF newsroom’s approach to innovation

as ‘learning by doing’ on the basis of information they gather, for example through the ebu, field

trips to innovative newsrooms, and conversations with commercial broadcasters.34 the approach



at the italian rai and Polish PSb is similar. currently there are no teams in place for regular

development specifically focused on news. rai maintains a small, so-called weblab in the online

newsroom. this group, however, focuses mostly on storytelling in the digital age and less on

broader strategic issues, explains roberto Mastroianni, News editor and Media Manager at

rainews24.35

european public service media thus do not only differ in terms of how they organise online news

provision, but also in terms of how they have organised innovation around online news. Some have

teams or units in place specifically tasked with thinking about ways in which the wider organisation

could or should change. in most cases, however, innovation is based on a combination of ad-hoc

teams put together from people who have other day-to-day responsibilities in the newsroom and

development departments elsewhere in the organisation.
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35roberto Mastroianni, News editor and Media manager at rainews24, rai, interviewed by alessio cornia, 3 dec. 2015,
in rome.



4. Public Service News Approaches to Mobile News

the rapid move from a desktop web to a mobile web in recent years is one of the central

developments in digital media. desktop use has been broadly stable, while mobile use has grown

explosively in just a few years, and already accounts for over half of time spent with digital media in

some countries and more than half of all traffic for many news sites. the pace of change differs

from country to country, but increasingly, the smartphone looks like the defining device for digital

news (Newman et al. 2015). Most of the public service media organisations we cover in this report

are aware of this development, but the degree and ways in which they have adapted their digital

news provision for mobile differ.

the bbc launched its mobile news app in 2010 to supplement the website the corporation has run

since 1997. both the website and the news app were redesigned in 2015. the website switched

to responsive design to ensure it worked across personal computers, tablets, and smartphones,

with a cleaner design, faster load times, and a greater emphasis on video. Similarly, the news app

was relaunched to include a broader range of content, to integrate more video, and offer more

ways for people to discover content by supplementing the edited front page with ‘most read’ and

‘most viewed’ sections and the ability to follow topics and stories with a personalisable ‘My News’

section.36 Michael Hedley, Head of Strategy, News, at bbc, describes the app mainly as ‘an

interface to get into bbc news content’, with a strong possibility ‘to personalise the news’. this is

possible by streams, but also by topics and by location. ‘it's a faster, more accessible experience’,

Hedley says.37

One of the features of the app that bbc News is constantly trying to get right is the balance

between general news selected for people on the basis of their expressed preferences and past

use. daniel wilson, Head of uK Policy at the bbc, underlines that while the new app enables

personalisation, it also ensures that all users get the most important news, as well as articles that

may be neither general news nor personalised news, but might still surprise and interest people –

what he calls ‘serendipitous’ content. 

The idea is that through much more use of data and with [the] audience’s consent, we will
be able to optimise much better the journeys between the things that people already know
they like, and the things that they don't know they like, and the things that they don't know
are important. If we can keep bringing together the important, the popular and the
serendipitous, then I think we're doing a good job.38

looking forward, the bbc has indicated its plans to make ‘a transition from rolling news to

streaming news’ with the announcement of a project called ‘bbc Newstream’.39 Newstream is

projected to be a mobile-focused project with a greater focus on video, complemented by audio,

graphics, and text live from bbc News, and aims to integrate personal, portable, and on-demand

news.

the balance between personalisation, general news, and the occasional serendipitous surprise is

also central to how the Yle has developed its news app Newswatch, launched in 2014 (see box

below). 

36http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/internet/entries/fc6b5571-f3dd-3af5-83b9-000ddb4f0381
37 Michael Hedley, Head of Strategy, News, bbc, interviewed by annika Sehl, 14 dec. 2015, in london.
38 daniel wilson, Head of uK Policy, bbc, interviewed by annika Sehl, 18 dec. 2015, in london.
39 ‘the bbc’s Programmes and Services in the Next charter’,

https://downloads.bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/reports/pdf/futureofthebbc2015.pdf.
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although Yle sees its new app as successful, it is still only ‘serving a niche’, according to tuija aalto

(Yle). atte Jääskeläinen makes the same point: 

NewsWatch is a kind of platinum product for heavy news users. . . . The features are very
kind of high end, what they have in NewsWatch and for regular news customers they may
be a little bit too much if you choose from 140,000 keywords.42

Yle is now redesigning its responsive news website that was among the first of its kind worldwide

when launched in 2012. it is planning to bring the personalisation of the app to the news website

itself. in order to prepare journalists for a mobile-first strategy, Mika rahkonen says that Yle is

planning to have big screens in the newsroom showing exactly what is seen on a mobile screen.43

40aki Kekäläinen, Head of web and Mobile development, Yle, interviewed by annika Sehl, 3 dec. 2015, in Helsinki.
41 Mika rahkonen, Head of development/Media lab, News and current affairs, Yle, interviewed by annika Sehl, 4 dec.

2015, in Helsinki.
42 atte Jääskeläinen, director of News and current affairs, Yle, interviewed by annika Sehl, 4 dec. 2015, in Helsinki.
43 Mika rahkonen, Head of development/Media lab, News and current affairs, Yle, interviewed by annika Sehl, 4 dec.

2015, in Helsinki.

Yle’S NewSwatcH MObile aPP

‘we came to the app market quite late. So it would have been really difficult to get any market share if it

was a traditional news app’ says aki Kekäläinen from Yle.40 the Newswatch app is meant to stand out

from the competition in party by virtue of its combination of personalisation and notifications. Mika

rahkonen explains: 

I’m a very big believer in the combination of personalisation and notifications. I think the future

of news is going to be personalised notifications. Because these [mobile] devices are

everywhere. They know you extremely well. They know where you are, they know what your

hobbies are, they know what apps you use, they know what you like, they know what you don't

like. So I think it would be insane not to utilise that.41

However, just what the balance should be between editorially selected general news and personalised

news remains to be seen. as with the bbc, the Yle is keen to ensure that personalisation does not

mean that users only see what they themselves have chosen, to avoid ‘filter bubbles’ and ‘echo

chambers’. instead, the algorithm is designed to ensure that every user receives all the top stories plus

content tailored to his or her own chosen interests. ‘creating this kind of balance in what you need to

know and what you want to know is a big task’, says tuija aalto, Head of Strategy at Yle.
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For ard in germany, their mobile strategy is deeply intertwined with the wider political discussion

of the role and remit of public service media online, specifically the ongoing court case brought by

several newspapers against the ard after the tagesschau news app launched in 2010. the

newspapers are arguing that the app is too similar to their offerings, distorts the market, and does

not represent the kind of ‘programme-related content’ german public service media are restricted

to offering online. it seems clear that the ongoing court case has limited investment in developing

the app. However, the ard are aware of issues around navigation, the presentation of videos, and

load times that they would like to address. Kai gniffke (ard) describes the main focus of the app

as providing an overview of all relevant news of the day, partly enriched with background

information and analysis.44 His colleague christiane Krogmann (ard) explains that due to the

german requirement that public service offerings online must be programme-related, the ard

cannot offer the app as a stand-alone news product and the content it presents has to be related

to existing ard broadcast output.45

germany’s ZdF also plans to relaunch both their news website and the news app they have built

around their main evening news bulletin heute. the relaunch is scheduled to happen no later than

2018. amongst the priorities for the relaunch of the website and app, elmar theveßen (ZdF)

mentions personalisation of content as well a stronger focus on video.46

in France, the main news website, Francetv info of France télévisions, has had a responsive

design since 2011. in addition, France télévisions introduced a news app the same year. like the

other news apps discussed above, the Francetv info app includes an overview of news with

background articles, video streams, and notifications for important stories. in addition, a unique

feature of the app is an information feed called ‘live’. Jean-François Fogel, who works as a

consultant for France télévisions, explains:

The most innovative aspect of FranceTV Info is ‘live’ . . . The ‘live’ stream is a way to
produce information and to have a permanent conversation with our audience (they ask
questions on the live, and our journalists provide answers). . . . It is important to mention
also the fact that we publish on our live both the contents we produce and those produced
by other news outlets, including those produced by private media.47

rainews, the structure in charge of the rai digital news offer, has likewise developed a news app

offering news both on text and video formats. the app also provides on-demand videos, live

streaming and push notifications. However, several interviewees say that, so far, rai’s top

management have not considered mobile strategies as being as important as traditional media

activities. this is in line with previous research which has suggested that rai has historically not

been a particularly innovative public service provider, which in turn has impacted its reach online

(brevini 2013). the rai President Monica Maggioni underlines that the new digital division is

currently working on product personalisation and platform designing to make rai news to become

‘more attractive . . . within the social media and mobile channels’.48

44dr Kai gniffke, First editor in chief ‘ard aktuell’, ard, interviewed by annika Sehl, 21 dec. 2015, in Hamburg.
45 christiane Krogmann, editor in chief, tagesschau.de, ard, interviewed by annika Sehl, 21 dec. 2015, in Hamburg.

the two national german public service media organisations ard and ZdF have now been allowed to develop their
first stand-alone online news offer, after a planned (joint) news channel aimed at 14-29 year-olds and intended to work
across broadcast and online was turned into an online-only offer by a political decision at the länder-level. the channel
is supposed to launch in 2016.

46 elmar theveßen, deputy editor-in-chief, Head of News, ZdF, interviewed by annika Sehl, 4 Jan. 2016, in Mainz.
47Jean-François Fogel, consultant, France télévisions, interviewed by alessio cornia, 17 dec. 17, 2015, in Paris. 
48 Monica Maggioni, President of rai, rai, interviewed by alessio cornia, 27 Jan. 2016, in rome.
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Poland is the country covered here with the lowest smartphone penetration and the lowest number

of people naming mobile devices as their main way of accessing online news. it is also the only

country where the public service media do not offer dedicated news apps, but just general apps.

However, both their news websites are built with responsive design to facilitate mobile use. One

interviewee mentions that Polskie radio is currently planning a news app which will rely mainly on

audio with very little text and pictures. this means that it is likely to be more of an audio than a

multimedia app.

as with the organisation of newsroom work and innovation, there are clear differences in terms of

how public service media organisations across the countries covered approach mobile news. the

bbc and Yle have dedicated mobile news apps that offer general news and personalised content

in both text, audio and video formats, and have websites built with responsive design facilitating

both desktop and mobile access. the Yle is developing a mobile-first strategy. France télévisions

is moving in the same direction with a dedicated mobile news app and a responsive design

website, and is working on personalisation as well. in germany, both ard and ZdF have mobile

news apps, but they are tied to specific broadcast news programmes and development of mobile

offerings is slowed by legal challenges and political pressures. after the gradual centralisation of

rai’s online news offerings, rainews has also developed and launched a mobile app, but our

interviews suggest the development is hampered by internal indifference and resistance from some

parts of the organisation. in Poland, tvP and Pr have responsive design websites and general

apps, but no news app for mobile as yet.
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5. Public Service News Approaches to Social Media Distribution

as with organisational change and mobile strategy, public service media across europe differ in

terms of how they approach social media distribution and think about their relations with

increasingly important digital intermediaries such as search engines, video-hosting sites,

messaging apps, and – when it comes to news perhaps most importantly – social media sites.

daniel wilson from the bbc offers two different perspectives on this topic: 

The whole industry is struggling between trying to keep their website, their app, their
environment as the point of contact for their audiences and maintaining that control versus
the challenge of audiences increasingly going to other big international platforms like
Facebook, Google, and other social media such as Twitter. I think there are two extremes.
You can either say you want to be a platform in your own right, and you don't want to link
out to anyone else or disaggregate your content in any way, or you can say it's all publicly
funded content, everyone should have access to it everywhere.49

Most of the public service media organisations covered here try to position themselves between

these extremes and combine an emphasis on their own destination websites and mobile apps

along with attempts to leverage social media distribution in particular to maximise public service

reach.

in no other area is the language of opportunities and risks more appropriate or more frequently

invoked than when it comes to the relationship between public service media and third-party

platforms like social media. 

5.1. Challenges and Opportunities Associated with Social Media
Distribution

Our interviewees highlight in particular two reasons for investing in social media distribution. One is

referrals, the other is off-site distribution.

tO briNg uSerS tO tHeir OwN webSite aNd NOt lOSe traFFic

interviewees in all six countries point out that social media are important drivers of traffic to their

websites. data from comScore support this (see table 3 on the next page). with some variation, all

the organisations covered here get a substantial share of their traffic from google and Facebook

(and a fraction from twitter). thus, some interviewees argue that not being active and present on

social media platforms would lead to a loss of audience. atte Jääskeläinen from Yle argues that,

especially for mobile users, ‘they are not visiting that many different pages or opening that many

different applications. So we would lose a big part of our audience if there wasn't social media or

we weren't on social media.’50 internal audience research from one organisation suggests there is

good evidence to support this point of view – while the vast majority of users who go direct to that

particular organisation’s website and app are returning users, social media referrals account for

most new users drawn in, and thus represent a major opportunity to reach beyond an existing loyal

audience.

49daniel wilson, Head of uK Policy, bbc, interviewed by annika Sehl, 18 dec. 2015, in london.
50atte Jääskeläinen, director of News and current affairs, Yle, interviewed by annika Sehl, 4 dec. 2015, in Helsinki.
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Sources: comScore MMX Source/Loss Report, Jan. 2016, for traffic; World Bank for population per country in 2014 and Internet World
Stats for internet penetration per country in 2015. The comScore data are based on unique visitors and entries from within each country,
meaning e.g. for the BBC, only unique visitors and entries from within the UK were counted. The entry columns count the site/entity that
the user is on just before visiting the entity we look at here. This is a total count of the amount of traffic which has come from the given
site. It differs in this way from the UVs which is an actual count of people who have come from that site. The reason the entry level can
be much higher than UV is because one person may have entered from the given site 20 times that month – therefore it counts as one
UV in ‘Total Unique Visitors’ and 20 in ‘Entries’. Traffic from Google/Facebook/Twitter represents the ratio of visits from this source to the
total number of visits to the analysed entity.

tO reacH YOuNg audieNce aNd ligHt NewS uSerS OFF-Site

Several interviewees see social media, especially Facebook, as a way of reaching younger users as

well as light users who otherwise would not necessarily come to the PSb websites. this is in part

about drawing people who do not seek out news of their own volition to public service news sites

and news apps through referrals, but also about placing public service news on off-site platforms

where people who will not click on the link may still enjoy the content. instead of only trying to draw

people to public service news sites, it is about going to where they already are. robert amlung

(ZdF) says that the main advantage from the users’ point of view is that social media have a whole

range of different attractions well beyond news and in addition can aggregate content from many

different players. For some users, this will make them more attractive sources of news than public

service apps and sites that only contain content from one source,51 and for some, they stumble

upon news, including public service news,  while they are on these sites for other purposes

(Newman et al. 2015).

despite the attractive opportunities for increased reach through referrals and off-site use, our

interviewees also identify a range of risks they associate with third-party platforms and social media

distribution in particular.

Table 3. Social media traffic to public service media news websites in January 2016

51 robert amlung, Head of digital Strategy, ZdF, interviewed by annika Sehl, 22 dec. 2015, in Mainz.

Finland France Germany Italy Poland UK

Population 

(millions)
5.5 66 81 61 38 65

internet use (%) 94 84 88 62 68 92

Main public

service news

domain

Yle.fi

uutiset

Francetv

info

tagess-

chau.de
heute.de rainews.it tvP.info bbc News

total unique

visitors (000s)
1,165 5,539 2,613 871 1,098 429 13,435

entries (000s) 7,769 33,391 27,005 8,340 5,393 1,044 153,793

traffic from

google Sites

(%)

11 19 8 4 14 27 12

traffic from

Facebook (%)
9 9 5 4 5 15 4

traffic from 

twitter (%)
0.1 0.3 - - - 1.5 0.6
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tHe cHalleNge OF buildiNg relatiONSHiPS witH PlatFOrMS

the key concern expressed by several interviewees is that social media platforms are not

transparent and predictable in terms of their strategies and that public service media have little

influence on them. aki Kekäläinen from Yle illustrates this worry: 

If money is the main driver, then commercially driven content could be more interesting for
Facebook and if that happens then they just tweak their algorithm a little bit and our
audience coming from Facebook drops significantly overnight. So if we don't have any
control it's really bad for us.52

the relationship between public service media and social media is discussed in several interviews,

along with strategies to cope with the new dynamics. tin radovani, Strategy analyst for the world

Service at the bbc, says: 

That sort of relationship is quite difficult to establish, and it's quite difficult to bring value
back to us since you are living in somebody else's garden, in somebody's else's platform.
So, it's a developing relationship, and we are developing our understanding of how best to
work in somebody else's platform.53

tHe cHalleNge tO FulFil tHe PSb reMit iN a diSaggregated eNvirONMeNt

Several interviewees, especially from the bbc, also see potential risks in the tension between the

public service obligation to provide information across the full range of relevant issues and the

ways in which social media operate in practice. daniel wilson argues that this public service remit

of the bbc could be harder to fulfil as content becomes more disaggregated – pointing to fears

over potential ‘filter bubbles’ or ‘echo chambers’: ‘disaggregating all your content effectively stops

the bbc playing that public service role i mentioned earlier, linking the popular to the good, the

popular to the important and providing variety in what audiences consume from the bbc.’54

tHe cHalleNge OF KeePiNg uSerS’ aware OF Public Service braNdS

a further challenge is how to ensure that users who encounter public service content on social

media platforms recognise the brand and credit the public service media organisation for the

content they use. eric Scherer (France télévisions) says:

With these platforms, there is the risk of losing control over your distribution process and,
possibly, over the relationship we have with our audience. At the same time, if we don’t go
there, we risk losing a large part of the audience: young people who don’t watch TV.55

andrzej Mietkowski, responsible for New Media at Polskie radio, express a similar view:

You have to work on your own image, to build your own credibility and to make a distinction
for the users that you are the Polish Radio, you are not Mr John Smith. And when you start

52 aki Kekäläinen, Head of web and Mobile development, Yle, interviewed by annika Sehl, 3 dec. 2015, in Helsinki. in
Finland as well as in some other countries, public service media are forbidden from having commercial advertisements
online. the situation is different in italy and especially Poland, where advertising is an important part of public service
media revenues and many have concerns over monetisation similar to those expressed by many private media: ‘we
are not a part of the Zuckerberg business, and we are not a part of the google business. we have our own business’
says adrzej Szozda, deputy responsible for New Media at Polskie radio (interviewed by alessio cornia, 11 Jan. 2016,
in warsaw).

53 tin radovani, Strategy analyst for the world Service, bbc, interviewed by annika Sehl, 14 dec. 14, 2015, in london.
54 daniel wilson, Head of uK Policy, bbc, interviewed by annika Sehl, 18 dec. 2015, in london.
55 eric Scherer, director of Future Media, France télévisions, interviewed by alessio cornia, 21 dec. 2015, via Skype.
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to use the social media, which is the environment of John Smith, you have to make it with a
lot of precautions, and to have in mind that you cannot play on the same level, the same
rules, the same games for people.56

beyond the opportunities and challenges social media and the like present for public service

media, one interviewee expressed a more fundamental worry about national commercial media

ultimately being subsumed by the ascendance of social media platforms, leading to a less diverse

media environment: 

I fear that the commercial publishers will jump into that, and in that sense, we'll lose the kind
of last hope of surviving in this environment if they jump into social media giants' boat in
which they don't really have a voice and control over the future. So I think that there will be
a major change in the environment in that sense.57

Most public service organisations thus see considerable opportunities in social media distribution,

especially around referrals and off-site use. it is clear that all of them get significant proportions of

their website traffic specifically from search engines and social media. Some of them also have

considerable off-site reach via a range of social media platforms. the analytics company tubular

labs estimates that bbc News had a social reach of more than 87 million impressions globally

across Youtube, Facebook, instagram, and vine in January 2016, not far behind its estimated

c.100 million global monthly unique website users.58 but there are also challenges around the risk

of relying on third-party platforms for distribution, editorial control in distributed environments, and

fears that users will not necessarily appreciate content producers when they encounter their news

via third-party platforms.

5.2. Social Media Strategies

despite the reservations they have, public service media are actively developing strategies for

making the most of the opportunities offered by social media. 

in Finland, Facebook is described as the most important social media platform for Yle news.

However, they use a variety of platforms and Mika rahkonen (Yle) points out that flexibility and

adaptation to new situations is required: 

The important thing in terms of the development department is to think big. We're here to
re-invent news. And to re-invent the ways to consume news, to keep up to date and be
informed and entertained and so on. It means many things, and some of those we don't
even understand yet. What we do understand is that we have to be so flexible that we can
do stuff like in one month. Okay, here's a new platform, it looks really great, it seems that
the kids are there, what are we doing there, what are we doing there that we look cool
there, that we don't look stupid, that we don't look like your grandpa is trying to learn new
platforms because that's immensely important.59

56andrzej Mietkowski, responsible for New Media, Polskie radio, interviewed by alessio cornia, 11 Jan. 2016, in
warsaw. 

57 Quote not for attribution.
58 https://tubularlabs.com/yt/bbcnews
59 Mika rahkonen, Head of development/Media lab, News and current affairs, Yle, interviewed by annika Sehl, 4 dec.

2015, in Helsinki.



in the uK, the bbc has also established a social news team to make the best use of social

networks for distributing news and engaging with the audience. bbc News has long worked with

social media both as a means of news reporting and news distribution (belair-gagnon 2015) and

many channels and news programmes have built their own social media profiles. throughout

2015, bbc News continued to reorganise its social media presence, rationalising its Facebook

presence with the creation of a single shared page while continuing to experiment with and use

newer tools like Periscope, telegram, and YikYak.61 examples of social media initiatives are bbc

Shorts,15-second videos primarily produced for instagram in a way that users can understand the

story with the sound off, bbc trending, a service reporting on trending topics on the internet, and

go Figure, an image format delivering key statistics optimised for social channels.

in germany, ard is also experimenting with different social media platforms to distribute news

content. they concentrate on Facebook and twitter, with twitter described more as a platform to

reach other journalists, public figures, and communicators in society and less to reach a wider

audience. tagesschau.de has also agreed to participate in instant articles on Facebook. in-

house, especially concerning the instant article cooperation with Facebook, people talk about a

‘marriage of convenience and not out of love’, says christiane Krogmann (ard).62 ‘Sweet poison’

is Kai gniffke’s (ard) metaphor for the relationship.63 despite such reservations, ard has decided
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distributing news not only via public service media’s own websites and apps but also via social

media requires changes in how the news is produced. Panu Pokkinen, Head of Sports at Yle,

argues that as the front page is becoming less important because more and more people arrive at

individual articles via social media, ‘we have to put our effort into how to structure one article and

to try to persuade people to find another article or a third article to read with that’.60

about a year ago, Yle started a department called Kioski in order to deal with social media

distribution (see the box below).

60Panu Pokkinen, Head of Sports, Yle, interviewed by annika Sehl, 3 dec. 2015, in Helsinki.
61 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/blogs-the-editors-35061802
62christiane Krogmann, editor in chief, tagesschau.de, ard, interviewed by annika Sehl, 21 dec. 2015, in Hamburg. 

Yle’S KiOSKi

with over 15 employees Yle’s social media department Kioski pursues a twofold aim: first, to reach

audiences with news that Yle otherwise cannot reach, meaning especially young people; and second,

to experiment with new platforms and new forms of storytelling. to do this, Kioski works across classic

social media platforms like Facebook, Youtube, and twitter but also other platforms including vine,

Snapchat, instagram, and whatsapp. the team develops and produces content specifically for these

platforms. in order to evaluate their activities and learn from the process, performance across social

media platforms is analysed and discussed every week. Kioski is not only present on the internet and

social media platforms, but also as a programme on tv. the tv programme is broadcast five times a

week from Monday to Friday with different hosts (like a Youtube video blogger). Some within Yle

question whether the expensive television distribution actually increases reach amongst the target

audience of young people beyond what is already achieved via digital and social channels, and its

future is under discussion.
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to pursue this step to reach users who do not come to the PSb‘s own news website. christiane

Krogmann (ard) says that the decision marks the beginning of a trial period which will be followed

by an evaluation.64

in addition, tagesschau.de has just established a new video team to produce content exclusively

for instagram, since they see this platform as growing in popularity, and also to conduct some

testing of whatsapp with a sample group of young users. at present, according to christiane

Krogmann (ard), the main aim is to find forms of presentation that fit each platform best: 

This means, if we put our videos on Facebook, we try to find an optimal presentation for
this platform. We try to work with different means. For example, we only put cuttings of
interviews or a core sentence on a photograph. We also often try to have subtitles. . . . If
you are sitting in a train and have no ear phones, it is a way to help and explain what you
see on the screen.65

in this way, tagesschau.de uses Facebook videos to deliver explanations for current situations,

which has thus far worked well, since ‘the analysis provides a personal attitude and not just the

pure news and this is most appreciated by the users’, says Krogmann (ard).66

in terms of social media, germany‘s ZdF distributes news mainly via Facebook, twitter, and

Youtube, but is also experimenting with instagram and closely observing possibilities with

Snapchat and whatsapp. the ZdF interviewees highlight that different social media channels

require different ways of presenting the news. robert amlung (ZdF) explains that, from his point of

view, Youtube is closest to a traditional tv broadcaster. ZdF was also a launch partner for

Youtube in germany. 

You can use the whole variety of TV formats also on YouTube and it works. You can do long
formats, you can do short formats, you can do playlists, a programme sequence. . . . It is
closer to where we come from.67

despite these advantages, he also points out that Youtube brings other challenges for a traditional

tv broadcaster like questions of copyright or the challenge to draw the attention of users to the

Youtube channel. Facebook, in contrast, he describes as more interactive and in general, with

exceptions, more suitable for pictures and shorter videos of about a minute. the strategy for

twitter is not focused on videos, but just on pictures and text. with respect to instagram, the

organisation is in the preliminary phase of exploring what works well and what does not. 

a focus of ZdF‘s social media activities is the interactive news show heute+, mentioned above,

that is distributed via social media as well as ZdF-platforms and on traditional tv. reaching a

young target audience is the main aim behind these activities, as elmar theveßen (ZdF) points out:

‘we know that 80% of our users on Facebook [speaking about the heute+ account] are between

17 and 45 years old. this means, this is a target group that we do not reach with traditional tv

news anymore.’68 in fact, theveßen explains, ZdF’s main television news bulletin heute reaches

only 170.000 viewers under 40, out of a total of 3.7 million viewers. ZdF is aware that a Facebook

63dr Kai gniffke, First editor in chief ‘ard aktuell’, ard, interviewed by annika Sehl, 21 dec. 2015, in Hamburg. 
64christiane Krogmann, editor in chief, tagesschau.de, ard, interviewed by annika Sehl, 21 dec. 2015, in Hamburg.
65 ibid.
66 ibid.
67robert amlung, Head of digital Strategy, ZdF, interviewed by annika Sehl, 22 dec. 2015, in Mainz.
68elmar theveßen, deputy editor-in-chief, Head of News, ZdF, interviewed by annika Sehl, 4 Jan. 2016, in Mainz.
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presence will not necessarily bring those users to the traditional tv programme, but it still provides

a point of contact with younger people.69

in France, public service media are also engaged in distributing news on social media platforms.

However, France télévisions does not yet have a designated team in charge of this expansion

process. Facebook and twitter are mentioned by the interviewees as the most important social

media platforms for news distribution, ‘because Facebook is the platform with the largest part of

the audience now, and twitter is the place where you can influence the web dynamics’ says Jean-

François Fogel, consultant at France télévisions.70 Furthermore, Youtube is used as a distribution

platform, with France télévisions having been the first French broadcaster to use it, as eric

Scherer, director of Future Media at France télévisions, notes.71 Snapchat is seen as an interesting

innovative platform, but also a challenge to a traditional broadcaster: ‘it is a problem for us,

because they have walled gardens: you have to make products for discovering content there’ says

Jean-François Fogel.72

One interviewee says that France télévisions’ approach to news distribution via social networks is

somewhat hesitant, especially when it comes to the question of instant articles: 

We refused to go on Facebook Instant Articles. This was our choice. Facebook is looking
for content and we could provide content, but this must create value also for us, not only
for Facebook. Therefore, for now, we said no. . . . I think we are not too interested in having
tight collaborations with Facebook and Google. However, it is necessary to be present on
these platforms.73

at the moment, France télévisions is just beginning to test new forms of storytelling for mobile

screens and social media platforms, explains Jérôme cathala (France télévisions).74 laurent

guimier, director of France info, the all-news channel from radio France, sees a ‘huge opportunity’

in social media distribution, but also a challenge of adapting the content for this purpose and in

moderating interaction: 

The only challenging aspect is that we have to invest in human resources that produces
non-linear videos for Facebook. Another risk concerns the moderation of conversations
linked to the content we distribute on these platforms.75

at the italian rai, social media strategies reflect the more decentralised structure already discussed

above. Some interviewees mention that certain news outlets are on social media platforms while

others are not and that there is no corporate policy prescribing rules for social media use. One

interviewee describes the situation like this: 

RAI has a strong presence on social media. I personally think that we are too present on
these platforms and that we repeated on these new platforms the bad habits that affected
our first phase with news websites: many offers, mainly irrelevant. . . . Each of them with
few people working on posting content.76

69 ibid.
70 Jean-François Fogel, consultant, France télévisions, interviewed by alessio cornia, 17 dec. 2015, in Paris.
71 eric Scherer, director of Future Media, France télévisions, interviewed by alessio cornia, 21 dec. 2015, via Skype.
72 Jean-François Fogel, consultant, France télévisions, interviewed by alessio cornia, 17 dec. 2015, in Paris.
73 Quote not for attribution.
74 Jérôme cathala, director of News, France télévisions, interviewed by alessio cornia, 18 dec. 2015, in Paris.
75 laurent guimier, director of France info, radio France, interviewed by alessio cornia, 18 dec. 2015, in Paris.
76 Quote not for attribution.
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Facebook and twitter are described as the relevant social media platforms for news distribution.

Youtube was relevant in the past, but there is no current agreement between rai and Youtube. at

stake in the discussion are the terms and conditions offered by Youtube and rai’s concerns over

its visibility, revenues, and ability to deliver public service via this platform. 

More broadly, one interviewee argues, there is no general consensus in rai on social media

distribution. rather, opinions diverge in two ideological directions: 

On the one side, someone thinks that taking our content to other platforms is convenient
only for the players that own these platforms. On the other side, people think that we have
to go where the public is located; it is complicated to reach people if you don’t go in the
environments where they are, and this is true especially if your products (your contents and
the user experience you offer) are not particularly brilliant and innovative. According to the
latter position, to reach the audience with our offer is a value in itself, beyond any
implication in terms of revenues or commercial agreements. . . . I think that this conflict
concerns in particular YouTube, Google News, Yahoo, and other similar platforms.
Concerning social networks such as Facebook there are more open positions.77

in this context, interviewees said they assumed the new management of rai would pursue greater

social media distribution. in fact, Monica Maggioni, the rai President, points this way and says that

rai will focus more on social media distribution in order to reach young target groups: 

We realised that our public is not where we are used to looking for it anymore; . . . Instead,
we have to look for these people where they already are. And they are in the social media
world, they live with their smartphones and tablets, and so we need to move our content
offer to other platforms in order to become more interesting for them.78

in Poland’s two public service media organisations, social media distribution is widely discussed.

twitter is mostly used in the context of news, while Facebook is seen as the most important social

media platform for the distribution of entertainment content. Polskie radio also mentions the use of

Youtube. andrzej godlewski, deputy director of tvP1, mentions that during a televised debate

between candidates before the last national election, the hashtag #tvP was the most popular in

Poland. andrzej Mietkowski, Polskie radio, explains that besides the general Polskie radio

account there is also a news account, a business account, and a sports account.79 However, the

interviews suggest that there is no general strategy for social media distribution at Polish PSb and,

likewise, no specialised teams. Other formats like adapted videos for social media are not

produced: ‘we use social networks to deliver videos too, but as you see, if you click, you are

directed to the tvP.info.’80

in sum, this chapter has shown that all countries in the sample use social media distribution for

news, but to a varying degree. all are searching for the right combination of channels over which

they have a higher degree of control, like their own websites and apps, and third-party platforms

that offer greater reach and opportunities to reach especially younger audience if used well, but

offer less control. Some organisations, like Yle and the bbc have developed social media teams as

77Quote not for attribution.
78Monica Maggioni, President of rai, rai, interviewed by alessio cornia, 27 Jan. 2016, in rome. 
79andrzej Mietkowski, responsible for New Media, Polskie radio, interviewed by alessio cornia, 11 Jan. 2016, in

warsaw.
80andrzej godlewski, deputy director of tvP1, tvP; interviewed by alessio cornia, 11 Jan. .2016, in warsaw. 



well as new editorial products that are specifically designed for social media distribution, like Kioski

or bbc trending. Other organisations have a more ad-hoc approach to social media and have so

far invested less in developing public service news for social media distribution.
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Conclusion

in this report, we have reviewed public service media organisations’ performance across six

european countries in terms of their offline and online news provision and have analysed how they

are working to 1) change their organisation, 2) develop mobile offerings, and 3) use social media to

more effectively deliver public service news in an increasingly digital media environment.

Our interviews suggest that the bbc in the uK and Yle in Finland have consistently done more to

change their organisation, invest in mobile offerings, and develop social media strategies than most

other public service media organisations. Our review of public service media organisations’

performance also suggests that the bbc and Yle stand out in having built significantly broader

reach online to match their offline reach, whereas many other public service media organisations,

despite their offline strength, have only limited reach online.

what do these two high-performing organisations have in common? we would point to four

external conditions over which public service media organisations themselves have little influence,

but also two important internal factors that reflect public service media organisations themselves

more than their environment.

external factors first. First of all, both the bbc and Yle operate in technologically advanced media

markets, more so than many other public service broadcasters operating in countries with

somewhat lower levels of internet use and smartphone penetration. Second, both are well-funded

compared to many other public service media organisations. (though Yle is in absolute terms a

smaller organisation than most other public service media covered here.) third, both are integrated

and centrally organised public service media organisations working across all platforms and

covering their entire country. Fourth, both have a degree of insulation from direct political influence

by virtue of regulatory frameworks that place them one step removed from day-to-day

governmental and parliamentary politics and create some certainty through multi-year agreements

on public service remit, funding, etc.81

these four external conditions are not in place in many of the other countries covered here. in italy

and Poland, for example, public service media organisations operate in less technologically

advanced markets, have lower levels of per capita funding, are separated into multiple

organisations and often run in a very decentralised fashion, and have less insulation from political

influence. in germany, public service media operate in a technologically advanced market and

enjoy some of the highest funding levels in the world, but are organised in a decentralised fashion

and face political pressures and legal constraints around their online offerings. in France, public

service media are less well funded than in Finland and the uK and delivered by different

organisations which are less insulated from political influence. these external factors are likely to

hamper their ability to fully seize the opportunities presented by digital media.

the internal factors next. First, both the bbc and Yle have worked hard and for many years to

develop a pro-digital culture where new media are seen as opportunities rather than as threats.

Second, in both organisations, senior editorial leaders have clearly and publicly underlined the

need to continually change their organisations to adapt to a changing media environment; even

when these changes involve hard decisions such as cutting legacy services to free up money for

new initiatives, lay-offs in newsrooms built around twentieth-century media to make them fit for a

twenty-first-century environment, and experiments with new initiatives, some of which will inevitably
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fail. developing this kind of pro-digital culture and editorial leadership is not easy. it generally comes

at least partially at the expense of traditional ways of doing things, especially when an organisation

has to change and cut costs at the same time. change without conflict is rare.

the bbc and Yle share these two features, a pro-digital culture and leadership, in common with

many private media recognised as leading innovators in digital news (Küng 2015). they are

features that other public service media organisations aiming to make the most of digital media

would do well to develop, something many of our interviewees in France, germany, italy, and

Poland are clearly conscious of. to paraphrase an interviewee in italy, it is not always a question of

resources, sometimes an organisation can be its own worst enemy when it comes to change. (this

is clearly something the new rai President Monica Maggioni is aware of and working to change.)

this is the case at the bbc and Yle too, and that is why cultural change and leadership are so

important.

the media environment public service media organisations operate in will go on changing as digital

technologies continue to evolve rapidly, often faster than even the most innovative legacy media

organisations (whether private or public) can follow. the mobile, social internet of today is

dramatically different from the desktop-based internet that preceded it and continues to evolve.

Many legacy media organisations are still going through a painful and prolonged transition to adjust

to a web 1.0 even as a web 2.0 has been completely mainstream for most europeans for years.

Most news organisations’ response to the rise of digital media has been reactive, defensive, and

pragmatic.82 this is a dangerous approach to innovation, as the environment continues to change

at a faster pace than many media organisations, compounding their problems over time. as difficult

as changes over the last two decades have been, the fact remains that there is far more to come –

even at the bbc and Yle, public service news provision is still deeply shaped by legacy media while

the media environment is becoming mainly digital. unless public service media organisations

develop organisational forms, platforms, and distribution strategies tailored to this changing

environment, they will lose touch with their audience – the public they exist to serve.

Facilitating this ongoing renewal and evolution of public service news delivery to match the media

environment in which we live requires both external and internal change. in terms of external

factors, public service news provision benefits from a stable funding environment and a degree of

insulation from direct political influence (even as public service media should of course have clearly

defined remits and be held effectively to account for how public money is spent). How these issues

should be handled is a matter for public discussion and political decision-making. in terms of

internal factors, public service news provision online benefits from a pro-digital culture in the

organisation and from senior editorial leadership publicly embracing and working towards seizing

the opportunities offered by digital media. these are issues public service media themselves need

to address if they want to stay relevant in an increasingly digital media environment.
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List of Interviewees Positions are those people held at the time they were interviewed.

Name Position

Tuija Aalto Head of Strategy, Yle

Robert Amlung ZDF, Head of Digital Strategy, ZDF

David Bogi Marketing Director at RAI COM, RAI

Dr Benedetta Brevini Lecturer in Communication and Media, University of Sydney

Jérôme Cathala Director of News, France Télévisions

Francesco De Vitis Deputy Editor-in-chief of Giornale Radio Rai, RAI 

Andrea Fabiano Deputy-director of Raiuno, RAI

Jean-François Fogel Consultant, France Télévisions

Laurent Frisch New Media Director, Radio France

Erwann Gaucher Deputy Director at France Bleu, Radio France

Dr Kai Gniffke First Editor in Chief ‘ARD Aktuell’, ARD

Andrzej Godlewski Deputy Director of TVP1, TVP

Laurent Guimier Director of France Info, Radio France

Michael Hedley Head of Strategy, News, BBC

Atte Jääskeläinen Director of News and Current Affairs, Yle

Petri Jauhiainen Head of the Broadcasts, News and Current Affairs, Yle

Aki Kekäläinen Head of Web and Mobile Development, Yle

Beata Klimkiewicz, PhD Assistant Professor at the Institute of Journalism and Social 
Communication, Jagiellonian University, Krakow

Christiane Krogmann Editor in Chief, tagesschau.de, ARD

Raymond Kuhn, PhD Professor of Politics, Queen Mary University of London

Dr Volker Lilienthal Professor of Journalism Studies, University of Hamburg 

Monica Maggioni President of RAI, RAI

Jacqui Maher Interactive Journalist, News Lab, BBC 

Dr Alberto Marinelli Professor of Communication and Cultural Sociology, 
La Sapienza University of Rome

Roberto Mastroianni News Editor and Media Manager at Rainews24, RAI

Andrzej Mietkowski Responsible for New Media, Polskie Radio

Dr Hannu Nieminen Professor of Media and Communication Policy, University of Helsinki

Panu Pokkinen Head of Sports, Yle

Stewart Purvis Professor of Television Journalism, City University

Tin Radovani Strategy Analyst for the World Service, BBC

Mika Rahkonen Head of Development/Media Lab News and Current Affairs, Yle

Niels Rasmussen Head of Online and Multimedia, NDR

Eric Scherer Director of Future Media, France Télévisions 

Adrzej Szozda Deputy Responsible for New Media, Polskie Radio

Elmar Theveßen ZDF, Deputy Editor-in-Chief, Head of News, ZDF

Daniel Wilson Head of UK Policy, BBC 
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